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Adrien Allorant  Visiting Assistant Professor of Statistics (one-year)
Greg Anderson  Assistant Professor of Computer Science
Erica Blum  Assistant Professor of Computer Science
Noah Charles  Assistant Professor of Physics
Erin Cottle Hunt  Assistant Professor of Economics
Thomas Dannenhoffer-Lafage  Visiting Assistant Professor of Chemistry (one-year)
Tank Nejat Dinç  Visiting Assistant Professor of Anthropology (two-year)
Safaa El-Mansy  Visiting Assistant Professor of Chemistry (spring, three-semester)
Matthew Ford  Visiting Associate Professor of Psychology (one-year)
Eitan Frachtenberg  Visiting Associate Professor of Computer Science (one-year)
Nikola Golubović  Visiting Assistant Professor of Greek, Latin, and Ancient Mediterranean Studies and Humanities (one-year)
Lynne Gratz  Associate Professor of Chemistry and Environmental Studies
Chauncey Diego Francisco Handy  Visiting Assistant Professor of Religion (two-year)
Juniper Harrower  Assistant Professor of Art (spring)
Sara Jaffe  Visiting Assistant Professor of Creative Writing (one-year)
Gregory Jensen  Assistant Professor of Psychology
Joan Kane  Visiting Associate Professor of Creative Writing (one-year)
Jesus Daniel Loya  Scholar in Residence in Chemistry (two-year)
Alicia McGhee  Visiting Assistant Professor of Chemistry (one-year)
Peter Miller  Visiting Assistant Professor of English and Humanities (two-year)
Candace Mixon  Visiting Assistant Professor of Religion (two-year)
Fathimath Musthaq  Assistant Professor of Political Science
Michael Pearce  Assistant Professor of Statistics
Hannah Prather  Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology (two-year)
Vasiliiy Safin  Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology (one-year)
Jenna Tamimi  Visiting Assistant Professor of Theatre (one-year)
Neda Todorović  Visiting Assistant Professor of Linguistics (one-year)
Leonard Wainstein  Assistant Professor of Statistics